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What is the Migdal effect and why does it matter in DM searches?

Migdal Effect - nucleus moves relative to the electron cloud. An
individual electron might be left behind leading to ionisation.

●

DM searches use signal from nuclear recoils as a signature of the DM interaction with the detector medium.

●

The Migdal effect is currently being exploited to increase sensitivity to light WIMPs in Xe & Ar, but the Migdal
effect hasn’t been experimentally confirmed.

●
●

M. J. Dolan et al., Directly detecting sub-GeV dark matter with electrons from nuclear scattering;
M. Ibe et al., Migdal Effect in Dark Matter Direct Detection Experiments;

Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 101801 (2018)
J. High Energ. Phys. 2018, 194 (2018)
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Experimental Goal
Observation of two tracks (Migdal electron and nuclear recoil)
originating from the same vertex in a low pressure gaseous
detector using a high intensity DT/DD neutron generator.

DT/DD
source

Nuclear recoil

Neutron
Nucleus

Ionisation electron emitted due to Migdal Effect

We are seeking the first observation of the Migdal effect by detection of the Migdal electrons.
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Optical Time Projection Chamber

PMT

Collimated
neutron beam
TPC :
Cathode mesh
2 x Glass GEM
with ITO plate

Camera:
Hamamatsu
Orca-Fusion

●
●
●
●
●

Aluminium chamber : 25.4 cm3
TPC active area 10 cm x 10 cm
Drift gap : 3 cm
Amplification with 2 x standard glass GEM ( 2 mm gap)
ITO plate 15 cm x 15 cm with 120 readout strips (2 mm induction gap)

Lens:
Schneider
KREUZNACHXENON 0.95/25
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Signal signature from optical readout
●
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250 keV Fluorine recoil & 5 (10) keV electron
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Example of the Migdal effect with

●

Simulated with SRIM and garf++ (recoil) and
DEGRAD (electron)
Clear split-track topology from single vertex

●

Clear different dE/dx rate for both tracks
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Opposite head-and-tail ionisation distribution
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These events will feed into end-to-end simulations.
At this moment we do not assume any specific
angular distribution of the Migdal electron emission.
We will have capability to measure it.
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Shielding
concrete

Borated
HDPE
Borated
HDPE

HDPE

Pb

●

Fe - slows down fast neutrons

●

Borated HDPE - captures neutrons

●

Pb - stops gamma rays

●

Reduction of neutron flux : ~ 1E-6

●

1m long Cu collimator provides
required profiled neutron beam

Pb

1m

●

Beam entrance and exit windows

Exit window

○
●

Pb Borated

Fe

HDPE
●

25 um thick Tantalum

Shield around detector
○

10 cm Pb with chevron bricks

○

20 cm borated HDPE

Rate of neutrons from DT generator at
the front of the TPC: ~ 400 kHz

Optical Time Projection Chamber

Machined and
electron beam
welded collimator

Entrance
window

●

NR events rate in the TPC ~ 60 Hz
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Sources of background

Not a background in our
energy range

Recoil-induced δ-rays

Not a concern in our
energy range

Worth thinking about, but Needs to be considered
not worrying
and designed around

δ electron from NR track head

Particle-induced X-ray Emission (PIXE)
X-ray emission
Auger electrons

Photoelectron near NR track head
Auger electron near NR track head

Bremsstrahlung processes
Quasi-Free Electron (QFEB)
Secondary Electron (SEB)
Atomic (AB)
Nuclear (NB)

Coincidences of track ejecta

Photoelectron near NR track head
Photoelectron near NR track head
Photoelectron near NR track head
Photoelectron near NR track head

Coincidences of the above topologies

Photon interactions
Neutron inelastic γ-rays
External X-/γ-rays

Compton electron near NR track head
Photo-/Compton electron near NR track

Decay of residual nucleus

Electron from radioactive decay of NR

Decay of gas contaminant

Electron from decay near NR track head

Nuclear recoil cascades
NR tracks head cascade
NR tracks tail cascade

NR track fork due to cascade near head
NR track fork due to cascade near head
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Major backgrounds
●

The largest source of background is from
coincidences of interacting gamma rays (mostly
produced in the neutron generator) near the track
head.

●

Due to the ‘slow’ frame rate of the CMOS camera, we
can expect some gamma rays to interact within the
same exposure time window as a NR. If the position
of the NR and the gamma ray coincide, this could
look like Migdal.

●

This background scales linearly with frame rate,
which prohibits some modes of operation.

●

We can reduce this background with faster camera
operation, extra shielding, depth information, and
using a DD generator instead of the DT.

x3.8
x4.3
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Major backgrounds
●

High energy nuclear recoil tracks lose most of their
energy through nuclear cascades.

●

If the energy of the secondary nuclear recoil is low
enough, it may look be indistinguishable an electron.

●

Electrons and nuclear recoils are distinguishable by
multiple methods above our threshold, so this is not
a major concern.

●

Nuclear recoils from the DD generator are lower
energy, so will not cascade as much.

Secondary NR
track

Primary NR track
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Preliminary tests of glass GEM
●

Tests of glass GEMs were conducted by Florian Brunbauer at CERN
(first time in low pressure CF4).

●

The tests used an an Fe-55 source and single G-GEM in 50 Torr CF4.
We can still nicely resolve tracks even with one G-GEM.

●

The spectrum of Fe-55 tracks can be used to determine the energy
resolution in the different modes of operation.

●

The energy resolutions we obtained can be improved with better
flat-fielding correction, better optics, and using an additional G-GEM.
50% energy resolution

32% energy resolution

Typical examples of Fe-55
tracks (bg-subtracted)

27% energy resolution
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Camera tests
●

The camera has no dead time in the rolling
shutter mode.

●

The rolling shutter creates a risk of tracks
being cut if the recoil occurs in the same
position as the readout line.

●

●

We therefore want to operate with maximum
readout speed (at the expense of readout
noise).

Position of
readout
line when
recoil
occured
Frame 6

Frame 7

We can combat this by identifying sharp
vertical gradients in intensity, then summing
the two images around the track, but this
could increase the noise and decrease energy
resolution.
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Camera tests
●

If our camera is operating at 2304 x 2304 px
imaging 10 x 10 cm2, each pixel covers ~ 43 μm.
This is excessive when our GEM pitch is 280 μm.

●

Binning the pixels will increase our signal to noise
without losing useful resolution at this scale.

●

There is a radial (barrel) distortion of the lens in the
images from the CERN tests.

●

A different lens will help, but if the problem persists,
we might have to use a subarray of pixels in the
middle of the sensor and push the camera further
away from the GEM.

In the centre, the GEM holes are quite
over-resolved at max resolution.

The GEM holes begin to merge
away from the centre of the camera.
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Where are we?
●

Simulations are wrapping up, and end-to-end simulations of
ionisation-to-readout can begin soon.

●

Tiny adjustments in shielding (filling in gaps) is bringing the background down.

●

Design is finished and drawings are being finalised.

●

Procurement is happening right now, two glass-GEMs have been received.

●

Building/testing detector expected in April with Fe-55 (5.9 keV 𝛾) and Am-241
(5.5 MeV ⍺ / 59.6 keV 𝛾) sources.
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Extra Slides
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dE/dx distribution and track length for electrons and
nuclear recoils in 50 Torr CF4
DT e-p
DD
e-p

●
●
●

dE/dx for the nuclear recoils decreases with the energy which is opposite for the electrons
Electrons with energies 5 - 10 keV have track lengths between 4 - 10mm
Nuclear recoils with energies E > 150 keV have track length > 4 mm
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Expected number of Migdal events in CF4 using DT generator

Taking into account energy distribution and rates of the events with C and F recoils
in the fiducial region over one day of exposure to neutron from DT generator.
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DT and DD neutron generators at NILE facility (RAL)

●
●
●

DT neutron generator:
En=14.1 MeV, flux 1010 n/s
DD neutron generator:
En=2.45 MeV, flux 109 n/s
Both generators from Adelphi (USA)
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Beam collimation and shielding
Top View
Side view at the rear
of sensitive volume
Cath
mesh

E

neutron
generator

Neutron beam

A
B

Collimator

Beam
Top GEM

TPC - 10 cm x 10 cm active area

A - at the entrance : 1.8 cm

Shield

Chamber

B - at entrance: 9.6 cm
A - at the exit : 2.1 cm

Collimator : solid block of copper with machined tunnel for neutrons
Shield : blocks of Fe, Borated Polyethylene and Pb
Chamber : Al

B - at exit : 10.5
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Simulations
Light tracing with ANTS2
DEGRAD/SRIM/garf++

Electric field modelling with COMSOL

Track simulations with

Edrift

NR + 10 keV electron generated with DEGRAD and
SRIM

ANTS2 - Light collection by the PMT
E. Brookes and A. Kaboth (RHUL)

by

Reconstructed track from ITO pulses
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DAQ software development
Integrated software to read both the camera (fast readout and free run) and the Acqiris
digitizer (64 channels) reading signals from ITO amplifiers with one PC Linux OS.
Example of GUI to run
ORCA-Fusion camera
on Linux.
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